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November 22, 1971

· Portland-Gorham

First ·Sixty ·D ays
Complete Text Of Address By Louis Calisti
To UMPG Community
I'm delighted to see so
many of you here this afternoon. As you know, we have
members of the Board of Trustees with us this afternoon
who will be on this campus
for the remainder of this
evening and on until tomorrow.
We also have members of the
Chan~ellor's Office, the vice
chancellor, and members of
that administration, as well
as presidents from some of
the other universities in the
University of Maine system.
And we have , I'm delighted
to say, guests, . members of the
c ommunity, as well as our
f acu l ty and our students,
administrators and classified
personnel.
All have been invited today.
I thi nk i t would be presumptous of me if I were to
g~v e , as was originally
stated, a "State of the University Message".
I've been
h e re but 60 days, I know to
others they may say it's a lot
longer.
But until you get on
a campus and the ingredients
of students and faculty are
with you- - the action doesn't
start--and for me the action
started when students arrived
the first of September. And
President Louis Calisti Delivers Address
so what I'd like to do is to
give a progress report at
this time. - The first 60 days
and that might well be spelled
"daze", but it really is a
progress report of pretty
The Board of Trustees met
versity of Maine education.
much how I feel about this
on the Gorham campus this past
situation after 60 days. And
The Board of Trustees unanThursday and gave all Maine In- imously passed a resolution
I'd like to speak to four
which will waive tuition and
areas primarily. Number one-- dians free education, set up a
policy on the pay freeze, okayed University fees, including room
of the demands that are being
a bond ' issue, decided to ask
and board charges, for "qualiplaced upon us by society for
for more operating funds, elieducation change, for educafied and eligible North Ameritional opportunities. Second-- minated the Gorham disciplican Indians residing in -Maine
nary code, spoke on CED salaI'd like to speak to the rewho are accepted for underries, approved a firm to do
sources as I assess them at
graduate, graduate or continthe renovations on Corth~ll
this point in time. And how
uing education study at any
Hall, set up an initial equal
we can meet those demands.
campus of the University of
opportunity policy, okayed a
Maine."
Third--I'd like to speak to
York County radio and telethe accomplishments that we
The policy will go into
vision station and granted
effect the second semester of
have had to date.
I feel
a leave of absence to Allan
the present academic year .
we' v e had real and viable
accomplishmen ts that have not
b ee n re c o gnized and h ave no t
Indians Gain F r ee Educ atio n . .- -- -- - -- - -- - - •
been seen, and I would l ike
you t o share t h em with me
Bus Change
Mai ne Ind ians no longer
today . Fourth~-what general
will b e fa ce d with tuiti on and
direction can we take o ff in.
The 11:30 and 7:30 runs
fe e s payments, includi ng room
When one looks at d e ma nd,
hav
e been cancelled for the
and board charges, a s a barone of the first things that
UMPG
Shuttle Bus.
rier between them and a Uni-

Trustees Meet
At Gorham
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'1ockey And Football
. May Be Here

The Fi~st Sixty Dogs-Our Evaluation
The first ~O days of the presidency of Louis J.P.
Calisti are over.
He has taken the rostrum and has give1:
his own account of those two months; i t is perhaps fitting
that we should now giv e our impressions. ·
.It is not our purpose to dwell, as the President did,
u pon such accomplishments as a successful bus schedule and
i ncr e ased enrollments. · Although a university president is
ultimat e ly responsible ior ~ither the successes or ~ailures
of the institution over which he presides, i t can readily be
s ee n that ad .Jances 1 i ke these are the cul mi nation of years
of e ffort which occurred long before Dr. Calisti arriv~d.
Ou r purpos e i s, rath e r, to e~amine the President's achieveme nts and shortcomings on a more personal level--a level on
which he himself has the greatest amount of decision-making.
Let us first deal with the achieve~ents.
When Pr e sid e nt Calisti arrived at UMPG late this past
s umm e r, he was faced with an administration that was composed mostly of promoted former Portland and Gorham personn e l.
Only one key position held by an "outsider" could be
see n.
Undoubtedly, some of the promoted individuals were
c omp e t e nt e nough to fill th e ir new jobs; however, far too ·
' often an administrator was elevated tq his new post merely
to avoid hurt fe e lings.
In recent we eks, the President has
b ee n r e versing this trend.
He has displayed the necessary
fortitude to remove unqualifi e d people.
He has overcome
on'e of· th e biggest · mi s tak e s of Chancel Lor McNei 1 's administration: th e promise 6f securiiy in job s .
Here a~ UMPG
we almost had an · unspok e n p r omis e for promotions.
Weil .,
the gravy train has bee n· altered. ' Continu e.a e fforts in this
area wi l l ·, perhaps _mor e · th a n any othe r s i ngl e ..f actor, tur.n_
UMPG i nto ~h e m~jo ~ ~n iveiii ty cie nt e r that th e Board of
Tru s t ees have' procla i me d i t ' i s . ', ·
Anoth e r exampl e ' of c,a T i st'i ' s -progr e ss can b e s e en in his
r e c e nt d ; ci s ion on · u ni vers i t y gov e rnanc e .
Go ve rnance, an
i ss u e which w~ s 'the ; ub feet of b i tt e r · d e bat e last .. sprin g ; is .
a cru c ial issue ifl t .h e ·f'ut~re of ·ufriP G. J n ' c all i.· ng for . a major
s tudent role on th e Go.v ..e rnanc e R e v ie w Com ljl i t;. t ee , . th e ·Pr e si dent ha-s sho·wn that 'his. d eci s iovs· will not .b e d.i c _tat-ed by ;
a small minor~ty of · the faculty ~ -a minorit y wh i c h in th e
past f e w days has· /ound ii tself 'b ei n g aban d o.n e d .· by -? 0IT1 e
i ts pr e vio.us support e rs_. ·. '-' •·
.,_.
Th e only major •s n o:r.t.comi n g - which we ha v,:e se,e n .i .ri_ J? .r ,..
Calisti' s '· rUI.e -t'Ji us '£ ar·'. i.'s '· o·n e. wHi 'ch to at le ast · a , <;:: e r"' t: '' effeY::ts.: e ·v ;:r y· .·. a tlm i nis.trator--hi s g' e'n e rcii.1 ·
ta l.· n e· .x·',,:.e.
v
,,
inac ces-sib i l i ty ::and i'na'bility '. to''-mak e qu ic k d e c i s i ons. ·
_
_
we fui 1'y' r e al i Ji:'e 'tha t a · 'major. uni ver's 'i't'y ~j_jl:'e§'Ftl'e"il-E~:.efl'a's · ·'to u-- ,,,.,,c;·-·<?.
s p e nd a great d e al of t 'ime :i n . conf e r e nc e a.Ri!f::_;;{ !1 , f ,£,fv ~-1!,;f; g . ., t
HO r(/f:,Jl,.e }:. ,,,,, ~[A,;__<J.£J~,.t.e.,tr,,l1;,.SA_c1,~
t ..,.) ,{t~.. ;j,,Jip.,'? Ji filf l. k e hi'ms eFf ~md'ie . a va 1'1. ~
ab {e , both in private and publ i c 7:Je eJ i ng ~ '. /'f I R _pi,, ~. t-:' e c ~.'.1 }/
ap i!e a r an c ~r J'{,i, ,!:}:! '-:r.R 9~et. ,. cr~.r:_}J ...p.n yd er ,; his 'speech 1 a's' t We dn'e s -d a ij a t ,Gp.';i- fiJ:;;/ft :)aJ:1€1 ".1;-i:is's·"',. puJi..J.'i' c me e
ng s , he ha s s tart e d to
e m~ rg e into th e public vi e w.
We ~ oufd su g g es t · 't::ha :t . he .,,
co l t i nu e s uch appearanc e s . and ma kt ~n . effort to h old a t
l e'tts t mo:n.t _h ':(y op e ·n,""' e"J:1. d '· di ·s d uss i on5. ,.· In ad di t i on, i t would
be l b enefi, ~i:~·i i f , he·,.·_c /:>Ul d . ; ;e t on e '· da:y a week a side excl ~ s~;1~~~ f '?:~ · g~l_v.at~e ,,,, 1J1:ier~f;'.ri:cJt wish '. inembe,r s :': o-f'· the ' u ili-c .
ve-:r: s1.ty ·communi.ty,
.
.,
;:
" In retrdsplc t ,; ·'tir~{ fii-J ,t 60 d,tys~ of Pre$id e _n t -, calisti 's
a d fui
been wi thii'u
. ni strati on
.. "have
., , ," \_not
·. .
., t/e . its defects, but, at
this point, th\/,j' 'a 'i e de'fini telY._ _ o,6.tw.§ig}J,e.p., b_y_,, t;_]JI{=. '.~ci_y:cu1,t_a_ge~: ,,
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The Student Affairs Com~ittee passed two motions at
last friday's session which
could lead the way to intercollegiate hockey and football
at UMPG. .
The Ice ~ockey Club, a
recently formed organizati·on,
was granted $2500 by SAC.
The
mo ney will go for equipment,
rental of ice time, and insurance.
A provision that
Athletic Director Richard Costello will refund approximately half the amount from his
budget next spring was ineluded in the motion.
Jim Morrison, who made the
request, stated that the
club tentatively plans to
play this year's home games.
on an outdoor rink currently
under construction next t ef
the Portland Exposition Building.
In f'uture years, the
hockey team hopes to use
Portland's new ice hockey
arena which will be finished
in April.
SAC also voted to hold a
referendum on financing an
intercollegiate football team
next fall.
The referendum,
which will be held on December
6:-9, will pose two questions.
The first . will ask the .voter_
whether or not he is in favor
o;f football at UMPG arid the
~econd will ask him whether
or · not he . is in favor of a
. ,one-time .. additional $5 activity · fee in the sp-ring semes.t er to _support football.
Af.,..
ter the -.refe:r;endurn SAC will
have- · to make a decision te>
,proceed ' further on the plan.
Final approval fro~ the trust _e es will be necessary . ._
In other. acti0n, · SAC - ap:proved tbe .. appointment . of I
Viking editor-·in-chie.:l> Eddie
L • Bear d an d Ass1s,
· t ant ., t o . th
· e ·._
Editor Larry Leone to-.the
> Gpvernance Review. Co~i ttee . .
The two. othe.:t student . appoint-: ·
men ts to . the cofnrhittee wi 11
b e made ~by PresidenV CalistL
°There will' .be . a ·speci;aL
~meeting of the University
, Council tomo'r row
'4' p ;·m.
\.: in Room ·11'9 ;- n aile·y: The p urpose ·of. the meeting w·ill b e to co n s ide r the
report of· the Commi ttee on
Cammi ttees -and to consider
a regular meeting s c hedule
. . for next s e me·s ter·. .'
·

1
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Pa ge 3

cent due to the size of the Pea·s e Granted Leave
professional payroll and the
small professional increase.
Allan Pease~ Chairman of
The
interpretation
is
being
the
- P6litical Science DepartCont'd from page one
verified.
T~e state has
men+, was granted a leave of
Chancellor Donald McNeil requested a decision on
absence without pay beginning
hailed the action as being · ··
the retroactive pay 'to~
in Jc·nuary and ending June
"one of the most forward and _ classified ., employees and ··the
1974 ~
far-reaching steps · taken in '_., <Pay Board :is _curr~ptly 9 onPease .; will be r~turning to
the <?ountry ~o _help North
· sidering :r:etroact:ivi ty 'for . , ·
· the office of , the · governor
American· Indians attairi higher ' teachers. 1Gt :
as these '~
-~,; wh,~re ' he w,a,s working before he,
edu;ation_-·
answers _. are receIV'ed, -, the
'
,, returned• to teaching this .
We d? not ·know how many
·· staff will :-process the,- ap- .. ., .- fall.
:,
people will be <:1ble- to take .
propria:te ·,.inc:i;eases .as ra~ F arulty Reinstitutes
advantag~ of ~his program,"
pidly as poss1ble.
Dr. McNeil said.
"But we do
"If no re·tro~ctive in- ,
, ·.. Action Aga:ihst Editors
know of severa-1 c-:1ses whe·re
creases prior t~· November
a lack of 1!1oney simply W<;>uld
14th are allowed~ the .estimated
The - Liberal Arts faculty .
not allow interested Indian
reduction in salaries and
voted
last week to reinstistude~ts to go.to college:"
w~ges due to the freeze is
1
tute
the
charges against the
Maines Indian population
$160,000. After fLnal decieditor
_
of
the .Viking and an
~oth on ai:id off r:eservation
sions are received, the staff
assistant
to
the editor. The
lS approximat~ly 2,500.
Of
requests authority .- to confer
move
came
.as
a
reaction to the
those, approximately 10 per
with the Executive Committee
dropping
·of
the
charges by
cent have a high school eduof the Board (of Trustees) to
Disciplinary
Officer
Jerome
cation.
b
·
o tain a decision on disposiSullivan.
·
"Higher Education is only
tion of whatever savings may
A faculty spokesman said
a part of the solution to the
then exist in accordance with
that
Sullivan should be improblem of Indian education,"
the Board's guidelines at
peached
because of the deDr. McNeil sa.id.
"However, we Machias regarding return to
cision~
He added that "the
do believe the University's
the students.·
comment
was
meant facetiously.
program is a good start."
"The legislature order
The
vote
by
the faculty to
"Personally, I consider
requesting closer alignment
reinstitute
the
action was
this action to be one of the
of the University's pay plan
23-21.
The
faculty
meeting
most gratifying achievements
with that of the State seems
lacked
a
quorum
as
they
have
of the University since I beto dictate the staff's refor
most
of
the_
i
r
meetings.
came Chancellor."
commended action - that is,
No letter has been reto follow similar courses of
ceived
by the administration
action as the state government
from
Acting
Liberal Arts
takes and based upon decisions
Portland Code Adopted
Dean
Robert
Estes
concerning
received from the Pay Board.
the
adtion.
Estes
asserted
Whether the state will be
prior
to
the
vote
that
Eddie
permitted its average 11.5
The Board adopted the
Beard,
who
is
charged
along
percent increase remains to
following resolution.
with Larry Leone, wanted the
be seen."
"Therefore, be it resolved
action to continue.
Beard
that, until replaced by a _
refused to comment on the _
indictment to the faculty ·
subsequent code of conduct
Bond Issue Okayed
at some time in the future,
group when offered the chance
the Disciplinary Code of the
by the Dean.
University of Maine at Portland Gorham will henceforth
The Trustees also decided
be that disciplinary code
to
go ahead with the Chanformerly referred to as the
cellor's
recommendation on a
"OPAL" or Portlang campus
The trustees aaopted the
8.4
million
doilar bond issue.
and Law School Disciplinary
following
resolution:
The bond issue woulff comprise
Code."
"The
Board
of Trustees acthe number one priority item
knowledqes
that
uniformity of
for each of the seven univerfaculty
salary
schedule
for
sity campuses.
Continuing
Education/Summer
The items in order of
Presidential Freeze
Session programs on all campriority are: 1. Machias,
puses may not be feasible; and
Science Building (960,000);
that the Board directs the
2. Farmington, Student SerChancellor
to undertake
The Board of Trustees issue'd vices and Study Center
immediately,
a full study of
the following statement in re- (.1,200,000); 3. Presque Isle,
faculty
salary
schedules for
gards the wage and price freeze Library Building (950,000);
CED
.programs'
and
to return . to
"The University i _s awaiting 4. Orono, Business Administrathe
Board
of
Trustees
with
further clarification of pay
tion, Mathematics and English
recommendations
for
furBoard policies prior to making Building {1,900,000); 5. Fort
ther action as soon as possiwage and salary adjustments
Kent, Health and Physi-cal
ble;
and if changes are neceswhich were delayed by the
Educati6n Building, (1,200,000);
sary,
the Board authoPresidential freeze. We are
6 . .Augusta, Library:...Learning
rizes
the Executive Commitworking closely with state
Resources Center (750,000);
tee
to
approve a change in
officials in an attempt to
7. Portland/Gorharn, · Scierce
the
Board's
existing policy
obtain clarification with the
Building, (1,400,0001.
which stipulates that faculty
least possible delay.
salaries for CED/Summer Sess· "Basically, the question
.._. . I ion be uniform throughout the
.
·· remaining is whether retroUniversity."
active increases promised our
Part-Time
, · professional staff on September
1 and our classified staff .on .
A~~aJ>Ie
Pay!
October 1, 1971 can be paid.
I
The staff interprets currently
Student representatives
published data from the Pay ·
and teachers wanted.
We
train - Contact
Board as permitting the pro~
mised increases effective
Frank North
November 14, 1971 provided the
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
total institutional increase
I Box 1809
does not exceed 5.5 percent.
The University Is combine-a pro-. ~:~ ~aven, Connecticut
0
fessional and classified increase approximates 5. 5 per- . ·

Trustee ·Acii~~~- -

so"bn

II

.

r--- . - - -

1

Jobs · I

-G~~

I

I

unbeatable.

The Thread Shed
349 Cumberland Ave.
Portland, Maine
772-4342
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A NEW RESTAURANT FOR YOU!
SERVING

I

..

t,tttles
-

<!?rog

and

-DRAUGHT-

SANDWICHES -

BUDWEISER
SCHAEFER

SCHLITZ
PABST
ROAST BEEF

CORN BEEF

PASTRAMI

-· BOTTLE-

TURKEY

CHICKEN SALAD

BUDWEISER
MILLER HIGH LIFE
BLACK LABEL

HAM (with cheese)

TUNA SALAD

EGG SALAD
HOT DOGS

-

BLACK HORSE ALE
BALLANTINE ALE

FROM THE CONTINENT -

HEINEKEN
CARLSBERG

-MEALS-·

LOWENBRAU
TUBORG
HARP

ROAST BEEF P,LATTER

-

BEVERAGES -

CHICKEN SALAD PLATTER
TURKEY PLATTER
BAKED HAM PLATTER

•
"Take your date to THE RUSTIC
where you can talk to her, not yell at her"

· 11:00 A.M.

to
· 1:00 A.M.

Pao e
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Letters To The Editor
On Sports Editorial
To the Editor:
Your editorial on "Portland Has Lost Its Varsity
Sports" has finally recognized a situation that, if
not corrected now, never will
be, and a precedent will be
set.
But has Portland awakened or only blinked its eyes
and fallen back into a deep
slumber? Does UMPG have its
own sports czar, as it seems,
like Czar Rozelle, Czar
Kennedy, etc, and will he
continue in his omnipotent
role? He will if he is
allowed.
The phys. ed.
department on the Portland
Campus will not stand in
his way for quite apparent
reasons.
The only ones who
can correct this situation
before it's too late are
the students~ If anyone
has l e arned anything frorr
the merger it is this: yell
loud enough and the administration will bend over
backwards to silence the
howling.
The overall bend
has been in the direction
of Gorham.
Why? Because
th~y yelped the loudest.
It ; is about time Portland·
learned to play the game :
"Scream and i t shall be
giy~n unto you."
.
·-Will the new Portland
gym for which Coach Sulliv an worked so long and hard
be left to stand as a monument to intramurals? If
this was to be its purpose,
I doubt if I, along wi~n my
fellow students, woulc ~ave
picketed the old gym for a
new g y m back in . the early
spring of 1965.
If . ariyone
doubts this, they 6nly have
to check an old . front page
of the Portland Press 'Herald where there I · ~tand with __
sign in hand.
This. brought
inquiries - to . coach Sullivari
from all o ver New England,
and I hope played a small part
in Sullivan's dream.
I wish. to offe~ a few
thoughti that might be
considered for the UMPG
sports program. First,
basketball home games should
be evenly split between the
two campuses starting this
y ear, and to _hell with the
excuse that the schedule is
all ma.de up.
Change it.
Ditto for "Gorham students
can't get down to Portland"
for five or six games.
Baloney! Aren't there buses
running every half. hour between the campuses? Gorham
had a large representation
last year when the two campus teams played at Portland.
Secondly, arrangements should
be made to play some baseball
games at Portland, preferably under the new lights at
Deering Oaks.
Thirdly ,
soccer, golf, etc, . could be
played at Gorham , while
tennis, track, etc, could be
played at Portland. Fourthly,
footbal l will soon be here,
and the use of Portland
Stadium or the Deering High
field for home games should

THE UMPG VIKING

be looked into if it hasn't
already.
No excuse should
be accepted to have football
in Gorham.
Finally, _the
time has come to break away
from the so-called Teacher
College Schedule.
Competition _with Bates, Colby, Bowdoin, · and eventually Orono,
should be vigorously sought.
"But we won't have a conference to play in." Who
cares!
I belive everyone,
including the players, would
rather see competition with
those aforementioned schools
than with Plymouth State,
Johnson State, etc.
Some might say, who is
he to open his big mouth; and
may~e they're right.
But I
believe I have a few qualifications. , First, I am a
UMP alumnus; secondly, a
graduate student at UMPG,
and lastly, I was the first
UMP varsity baseball player
to play four years.
My
only hope is that I have not
seen the last.
Patrick J. Feury
(Ed.
lost

Note .
This is
letter of last

the
week.

On Sports
And Other Matters

'l'o the Editor:
Lately there have been sever·a1 letters from people
concerned about the· amount of
acti v ities pn the Gorham .
campus, specifically sports, .
compared with those on the
Portland campus.
The letter
two weeks ago from the two
Portland students was a
sincere effort on their part
to bring to the attention
of fellow students the fact
that Poitlana's new gym is
not being used for varsity
ba~ketball games.
All home
games of UMPG will be played
at Gorham's Hill gym.
-I also was enraged when
I learned of this.
Who~
ever arr,anged this and
those who let him, have
deprtved students, as well
as the public (taxpayers) of
something. y,7hich tp.e merger
cre.a.ted, that · 'is · strong
athletic teams, team~ who ·
could draw the attention of
the public (wh1ch Dr·. Calisti s~ressed in iecent.
addresses) to UMP.G. _What
public (tax payer-wise) is
there in GorhamJ Surely
the students who care to
attend . games could be bused
to Portland for half th~
g~mes!
In this case, our
new Un iversity relies heav ily on the taxpayers money
_ and support, and sports are
~ uni ver sal attention getter
anq pastime.
Higher quality teams, as
Bates, Colby, Orono, Bowdoin and other Universities
should be scheduled in the
future as opponents.
We are
not a teachers' college.
But
are we obsolete in the college
sense? Portland is impor tant
now, more so than Gorham.
Let's offer them some_thing and bring them to
their feet cheering on Pogo
u. in Portland's gym, probably the best in the state
(many people in Portland have
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yet to see our new buildings).
Also, in the letter tne
two students brought to our
attention the fact that few
students from Portland are
involved in sports. - Many
work, have families and jobs,
:and feel Gorham is too far
to go along with their everyday commuting.
It is a tight
schedule when y,7e must work'
also.
Mr. Simonds made
foolish, irrelevant statements in his pointless letter
of attack on the Portland
students' letter.
He was
wrong to imply that we may
feel we can't compete with
Gorham students.
I stated
above the reasons few went
out for sports, but Marcia
Hamlyn, Jason Knight, Dale
Bragg, Jay Lemont and Andy
Dufort are fine examples
from Portland and we're
proud of them.
For others,
there is still the fun of
intramurals and many other
activities offered by our
gym.
Finally, who told him
there _were more Gorham
students than Portland
~t last years game.
Yqu
can eat your words Simonds,
and I ·hope others feel animosity .to yo.u for those remarks ~ Bow immature and
selfish!
I hope others
also read the Observer ana
fel.t ·as disquieted as I
did · at the . iemarks ab6ut
·"townies" and._ the feeling
·of keeping them off Gorham's campus.
Why not make
students "more different" from
"ordinary peorle" as you can?
Maybe you:11 get the re-runs
of the Kent State incident ·
in Gorham!
As Dr. Calisti
said, we do want to communicate better with the public!
I want t8 remain anonymous
as I can -definitely embarass
several people in the university by this letter.
Name Withheld

A Good Point
To the- Editor:
It is interesting to note
that those who find it "beyond ( their) wildest imagination" that sophomores could
be in a position to recognize juniors an_d seniors
outstanding enough in the
University community to
warrant inclusion in Who's
Who unblinkingl y insist
that students are equally
qualified with faculty to
judge faculty dean candidates,
qualifications of prospective
faculty members, and the
merits of traditional faculty governance.
S.A. MacDonald
Math Department

••••••••••••••••••

Canteen Co. of Maine
Complete Vending and
Manual Food Service
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SCHOOL OF GENERAL ANO INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Spring Semester Course Offerings
Cr.
-4-

Time

TBA

Scogis #101
Scogis #103

Basic Science and Human Health
Environmental Perspectives

Scogis #105
Scogis #107
Scogis #109

Student-Generated Projects
Television Seminars
Accountability

4
4
4

T/TH
2-4
TBA
TBA
TBA

Scogis #998
Scogis #111

Independent Study
Survival and Beyond: A Master
Seminar in Survival

4

TBA

4

Wed.
2-5

The following grouping of courses must be
Seminar, ' scogis #111
Cybernetics and Information
Scogis #113
Theory
Towards the Potentiality of Man
Sccgis #115
Encompassing the Spaces of the
Scogis #117
Wilds
Radical Economic Theories
Scogis #119
Survival and the Spiritual Life
Scogis #121
Earth, Fire, -Air and Water:
Scogis #.1 23
Biological Man and Modern Society
Lpoking B~ckward from 2001 A.D.
·Scogis . '#.125
Scogis #127 '
Survival and the University
Society
Scogis '# 129 ·
Independent Project

4

Instructor
Lape
Riciputi and
Hodges
Lacognata
Wynn & Berry
Singer/Casas a/
Stocker
Lacognata

Loe.

·Wilson

Max.
Enr.

p

24

G

30

P/G
p
I'

30
5
30

P/G

15

P/G

50

taken in conjunction with the Master

4

TBA

O'Boyle

p

15

4
4

TBA
TBA

Thomas
Jefferson

p
p

15
15

4
4
4

TBA
TBA
TBA

Bushell
Sarelas
Moulton

p
p
G

15
15
15

4

4

TBA
TBA

MacLean
Fox

p
G

15
15

4

TBA

Wilson

P/G

5

Scogis #101 Cr. 4
Title: Basic Science and Human Health
Descr_iption:

The course "Basic Science and Human Health" is designed to explore . two hypothesis which seem very attractive, but not widely utilized in the design of
education programs related to health care.
1)
A ·curriculum c-entered around human health problems can bind together the
clinical information and the basic science concepts which permit insight,
feel, and flexible response to these particular oroblems.
Synchronous
learning of molecular, personal, and community aspects of health will
facilitate recall of data, and provide more useful understanding of the
relationships among constellation of data which are often taught in comparatively isolated fashion.
2)
There . is an important., inescapable relationship between feeling states
and intelle~tual activity; between affect and cognition; between educational process, _ and what is learned; between the learning environ~~nt,
and the result's . of what transpires within that environment. ·
A physician coordinator will attend all formal course meetings, and be ~hP
primary resource person for many of them.
A variety of faculty consultants from
basic science, c~inica~ medicine. and humanistic ctisicip~ines will also parr~_~ipate.
The lecture format will not be prohibited, but seminar discussio!1-' ---~lld utilzation or participatory and auto-instructional methods will be encouraged.
Students will have access to laboratories, x-rays, models, audio-visual aids,
and many computer assisted instructional programs from medical schools. (Present university computer facilities already have this capability.)
Field
trips will be arranqed, and the curriculum will be at least partly student
directed.
Four to six hours of a_c<:1d_~r_n_i c credit will be allowed, on the advice and with concurrence of the faculty coordinator and the SCOGIS Advisory
Committee.
Specific human health problems will be considered, relatinq to such tooics as
birth and death, heart and blood vessel di~ease, cancer and health care delivery
systems.
The course may be of use to students who are uncertain about personal career
choices in the. ne,,ling and helping professions, to students of ed_ucational process who will be participating in an experiment in curriculum design, and to
students who merely wish to deepen their own understanding of human health and
disease.
There are no academic pre-requisites and both undergraduate and graduate students are eligitle. Enrollment is limited to 24, and the course coordinator reserves the privilege of student selection.
Cost of course materials will be about $20 per student.

Scogis #103 Cr. 4
Title: Environmental Perspectives
Descri?tion:

To . gain an understanding of the complexities of the man/environment relationships through spatial-ecological investigations of regional and local eco-systems.
Interpretations will include geographic, biological, political, legal,
and economic dimension.
Methods 0£ investigation will include utilization of case studies, projects,
speakers, films, and extensive readings to analyze problems at the local, regional,and international levels with emphasis on cooperation among participants
involved.

Scogis #105 Cr. 4
Title: Student-Genera\ed Projects
Description:

Option for students with imagination and sustained motivation to develop, implement, and teach any course-project of their o~n creation.
These course-projects
will involve only students.
Proposals are to be ~repared by students for evaluation and approval by the SCOGIS Committee for StudP.n.t Projects.
Students must be
prepared to explain their proposals before this committee for its academic accep.tance.
The Dean of SCOGIS will be the ini tia.l receiver of all proposals.

Scogis #107 Cr. 4
Title:
Television Seminars
Description:

A continuatiorr and implementation of an original proposal calling for a studentoriented television program to be jointly produced by students of UMPG and WMTW
television station.
Under the present plan, four half-hour show are to be taped, the first one to
be aired on January 28, 1972. Each show will .be a question and answer period,
with a panel of four students directing their questions to an invited V.I.P.
guest representing a certain area of professional interest.
The discussion will
be guided by a student moderator.
All planning of the show will be the responsibility of the students involved,
with WMTW providing technical aid and advice.
The position of moderatc r, an integral part of the show, is still open. Academic
credit will be given to those who serve in this capacity for at least two shows.
Anyone interested please contact Ray Wynne at 773-6996 or the UMPG Student Union,
773-2981 Ext. 353, or Gerry aarry at 772-5376.
Any student interested in being a panel member may also contact Wynne or Barry.

Scogis #109 Cr. 4
Title: Accountability
Description:

This course will examine the University of Maine's Board of Trustees with sepcific emphasis regarding Universi ty policies.
The course will focus on how decisions are made, why decisions are made, the filtration system, and whom the
decisions affect.
~
If a university is to function properly, it must meet- the needs of the community.
Assuming that responsibility is a vital aspect of university development, then
the course ·will explore such areas ~s; Board of Trustees, budget allocations,
student interest and influence in university affairs with the commitment of establishing a more accountable system.

Scogis #998 Cr. - 4
Title:
Independent Study ·
Description:

Credits may be granted students under SCOGIS #998 by:
1.
Carrying out approved independent study projects as required for SCOGIS
degree candidates.
2. Active, continuous participation is- desisionmakin:g and program evaluaticn
committees of SCOGIS.
3.
Conductinq approved special-area interest projects or activities independent
of degree requirements or the Master Seminar Df "Survival".

~cogis #111 Cr. 4
Title: .survival and Beyond: A Master Seminar in Survival
Description:

Preface
"We travel together, passengers on a· little SJ?ace ship. dependent on ~ ts
vulnerable reserves of air and soil:' all committed for our sa~ety to its
.
security and pea:ce; preserved from annihilation only be the c~re,.the work,, and
I will say, the love we give our f:tag-ile c-raft ~ . W? ~annot maint~in it half fo 7-t nate half miserable, . half confident, half despair.1.ng, h _a .lf slave to ~he a1:cie1:t
u
· s' of man half free iri a liberaf.ion of resources undreamed of until ~his day.
enemie
,
. con t ra
· d'ic t'ions·
on. their
resoNO
aft no crew
can travel safely , w1. th sue h vast
•
er
'
.
n
Adlai Stevenson
lution depends on the survival of us a 11 •
Wendell L~ Willkie

"One world--or none."
"All Life is holy."

William Blake
'.l

2 oth Century man faces a crisis in every area of his experience, from his spiritual life to ecology and economics.
In each area he struggles to know what to do
as he looks to a future that contains the imrna1:ent threat.of a nuclear holocaust
ecological disaster. Most of our educational e>:perience does not prepare
~~~~face or survive such threats, or if i t does it does so in a fragmented way.
This grouping of courses on the concept of survival will therefore attempt to

..

fill this gap by doing two things: bringing our energies to bear on the problem of
man's survival and providing a meet'ing place for the pulling together of ideas suggested by the courses.
The satellite courses will explore the means whereby man can survive from · the
perspectives of many disciplines: philosophy, psychology, biologyr religion and
parapsychology, sociology, economics and literature.
Two specific courses will
be practical· in-the-world forums for testing theories about survival.
One is on
"physical survival", the other on survival in a university society by means of an
invest~gation into a living-learning cooperative.
There will be a SCOGIS Journal which will report -and disseminate the findings of
the courses.
Guest speakers, films and tapes will help us explore the answer to
the _question: "What kind of world will we have, if we survive?"

The following eourses (113·129) must be taken ip eonjunetion with SCOGIS I I •.

Scogis #113 Cr. _4
Title: Cybernetics and Information Theory
Description:

This course is an introduction to methods of conununication - including man-machine
conununication - in the abstract, methods which are useful in solvinq qeneral problems.
It will examine the use of computer technology and its impact on society.
It may also explore the concept of artificial intelligence.
This course is offered to provide an insight into the methods which technologists
are using to change society--whether for good or ill. A knowledge of these
theories is vitally necessary in order that we may survive.

Scogis #115 Cr. 4
Title: Towards the Potentiality of Man
Description:

The image of man as put forward by behaviorisn and endorsed by present social
structures dismisses the significance of being human.
This course will explore
an alternative image of man, that suggested by existential and humanistic thinkers who are concerned with the potentialities of man.
It is on such an image
that we must base whatever hopes remain for the humanization of man.

Scogis #117 Cr. 4
Title: Encompassing the Spaces of the Wilds
Descriprion:

Assuming that Twentieth Century Americans have grown increasingly dependent for
_their existence upon the gadgetry provided by technology, to the point of -forgetting both the more basic survival techniques and the need for their own instincts
and ingenuity, this course will attempt to provide us with a working knowledge of
the tools of outdoor living.
It will include: instruction in the use of the
lensatic compass and topographic map; familiarity with North American plant and
animal life; hunting and trapping using hand-made weapons ~nd snares; construction
of various types of shelter; the building and uses of fire under primitive conditior,.s; cleaning and preparation · of food; mountain living conditions and climbing
techinique up through 4th class (technical work with ropes and basic hardware);
instruction in living in unfamiliar and inhospitable climates (desert, swamps,
above tirnberlaine, etc.).
·
Field work is essential in order to provide an exp~rience that to most people -is
as foreign as 20th Century society to primitiye man.
Four weekends for the semester should be considered a minimum requirement.
Since the emotional readiness for such an endeavor is inextricable bot:nd up with
the physical skills, special effort will . be made to · tie in cTosely with the philosophical and psychological sub-courses included in the scop·e of the master seminar.

Scogis #119 Cr. 4
Title: Radical Economic Theories
Description:

Viewing with skepticism the present economic system to deal effectively with the
needs of the people of America and the world, it is ess~nt'i al for our survival
that we examine, formulate, and explore alternatives -. to this system. First we
must decide what kind of economic · sy'stem exists in America. The we must_ be·
able to contrast it with other systems: both those that remained theoretical and
t l:)ose which were actualized.
In connection with this we will probably come to
deal with _the question of the relationship between a people's economy and their
social and political structures.
The aim we will always have in view is not simply an intellectu al evaluation of
the more radical, (fundan,ental) economic systems which men and women have devised
or which have evolved from their social structures and · political situations, but
rather a clarification of our present situation and · a real decision on the part
of evr ry individual in the class as to this situation and what could or should
be done to change it.

Scogis #121 Cr. 4
Title: Survival and the Spiritual Life
Descr;iption:

One of the main concerns of the 20th Century man is a sense of crisis in the
sp~ritua~ life. We SE;e the crisis in the struggles of -various Churches to retain their congregations and in the growing interest in all kinds of psychic
aw~r~ness f 7om Yoga ~o drugs.
SCOGIS #121 will focus on this crisis in the
spiritua~ life and will explore the part that the spiritual life will play in
the survival of man.
~he course will examine the concepts involved implicitly and explicitly in various approach~s to the study of subjective experience. This may include a
study o~ Jung~an syITU?o~ogy and the development of symbolic forms; the psychology
and sociology of religion and religious practices; the occult, astrology, and
parapsychology; the nature of intuitive perception; and Yoga principles of
mental control and the development towards higher stages of insight and
consciousnes~.

Scogis #123 Cr. 4
Title: Earth, Fire, Air, and Water: Biological Man and Modern Society
Description:

Society is a creation of man, a tool, to expediate and implement his survival in
a world of complex biological forces . of which he is an integral part. This course
will examine 20th century American society in terms of the biological needs of
man, consider whether our society still continues to fulfill the needs of its
creator, and whether it is necessary to investigate alternatives. This approach
assumes that no natural alternative is more right than another, only more successful because it is a more effective incorporation of the biological needs of an
organism.
This course prqyjdes the opportunity for participants to . share ideas and dreams
concerni~g the world and world problems; to give the opportunity to think creatively about alternatives.
The course hopes to explore such pertinent questions as:
1)
Discussion of man - is he an animal? What are his basic biological needs?
Is his -behavior instinctive? . Does western society incorporate and augment
man's behavior, instinctive or otherwise? Does society fulfill man's basic
biological nee~s?
2)
Does man have the right to play God - in other words: Are we the supreme
life form? Have we the right to mediat~ the surv_i val and extinction of
other life forms to sui~ our needs? Have we the right to manipulate the
complex forces of nature to suit ourselves? Are the premises of our socie~
ty biologically acceptable to 'us and other life forms?

-Scogis il25 Cr. 4
Title: Looking Backward from 2001 A.O.
'--

Description:

---~

Considering the Twentieth Century as a problem, - this free-t~lking seminar will
use problem solving techniques to explore the following situation:
You have surviv'ed to the year 2001 and are happy and secure. Looking
.backward tell us how you escaped alive from the Twentieth Century.
Participants will be allowed to · team up behind a favorite idea and jointly produce a research paper ·defending it. The sessions will be taped and some
papers may - be published.

Scogis #127 Cr. 4
' Title: Survival in the University Society
Description:

/

A need exists at UMPG for an environment . that brings people together outside the
classroom, experiencing and sharing the gamut of ideas and feelings that vitalize
human life, spur the individual's desire to survive, and give him an opportunity
to develop an enjoy a sense of community.
My proposal to SCOGIS is for a program in which a group would explore a cooperaliving arrangement as a more satisfying alternative to the crazy quilt of housing that tends to keep people scurrying to their respective boxes after class
houses, rooms, apartments, dorms --locked into a pattern of isolation. In
general, such a program would have the following objectives.
_
1.
To look into this university for a variety of models of existing environments and the patterns of interpersonal relations within the~ and to determine factors contirbute to satisfaction and which to frustration.
2. To gain broad knowledge of patterns of cooperative living -through readings,
discussions, and contact with cooperative now in existence.
_
3. To actualize an experiment in cooperative living at UMPG that would test
survival concepts.
.
4.
To plan for a new ~oncept of university housing .. If p~oven to be.more.s~tisfying than present living environments, an experiment in cooperative living
could help break the vicious circle of divisive housing patterns and conflict within the University.
Perhaps it could contribute empirical data
that could be used-in shaping educational goals ' to meet requirements for
rewarding living patterns.

Scogis #129 Cr. 4
Title: Independent Study
Description:

Students who wish _to explore a prospective on the course of survival not covered
by the satellite courses should register for Scogis #129 and consult with Professor Neville Wilson, Tony Lacognata, or members of the SCOGIS Advisory Committee.
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Ask The Vi)cing
Q.
Could the editor find out
why the facsimile machine at
the Bowdoin college library
costs a nickel per cupy to
operate and at UMPC costs a
dime? Economic theory would
seem to dictate that a larger
school pay less rather than
more.
A.
Bo wdoin h a s a different
ty pe mac hi n e t h an we .
Th e
junior i v y league s c hool has
a S a vi n machin e that provid es
a c od ed pap e r that is of l es s
q uality than our Dennison
ma c h i ne t h at is l e ased from
Hi g gins Supply Company.
Th e
Bowd di n library d ec ision was
t hat the c heap cost was th e
first priority.

Q.
How much money is involved
in the class treasuries which
the SAC e x pects to just take
o v er?
A.

$ 8 , 1 9 6 . 06 •

Q.
Is the SAC going to take
ove r the responsibility of the
two Indian chi ldren currentl y
sponsored by the Junior class?
A.
No officer of the junior
class has brought i t to SAC's
attention.
If they did, we
would preaict passage.

Bookstore RobbedThe Gor.ham campu s Book...:
store · was b r oken i nto s o met i me ·1hurs d a y nigh t ana ·
·
t hie v es got close to a t housand dQllars of merchandise.
The r o bbery occurre d prior
to 2:30 a.m. Friday by forced
entry of the main door.
It is presumed by authorities that a get-away . car was
used.
No immediate clues have
been released by officials.
Thomas O'Flaherty, Book Store
Manager, describes the situation as "a real bummer".
He
promised that no books or
other merchandise would be
priced up to cov er the loss.
The university carries no
ins urance t hat wo u l d t ak~
c a r e of the loss .
The folJnwi n g i t ems were
taken:
1 IBM typewriter, 2
Down .Eist calend~rs (1.75 ea)
4 flashups (1.50 ea), 2 lined
jackets (16A95 ea) , 3 unlined
jackets (8.95 ea), 70 albums
(3.50 ea), 2 midnight oil
lamps (l.95 ea), 1 mu g ( 2. 25),
4 perfumes (1 . 1 5 ea) , 60
pa ints (1 . 2 5 ea), 2 architectur a l scales (.89 e a ),
1 gift pen (5.95), 1 g i ft pen
(10.00), 22 flairs (.49 ; ea),
1 belt, students(3.50), 10
nitees (3.75 ea), 8 jerseys
(3.50 ea), 6 History of Art
Books (13.95 ea).
Anyone having corrections
of this list {s asked to contact the Viking.

Roberge Resigns
As Registrar
Dr. Wi l l iam Ma cLeod, Vice President for Academic Aff a irs,
announced this past week that
"Albert Roberge, for personal
reasons, has requested that
he be relievec of 'his duties
as registrar."

THE UMPG VIKING

P a ge 11

Q. Were a!l Plections held on
both campuses last spring legal
in the manner that the Governance Doctrine (sic) had not
yet been presented and passed,
and why or why not were any
illegal? Who is to blame for
allowing so-called illegal
elections?

h e ir of th e De e ring e sta te t hat
donat e d the p r es e nt Portl a n d
campus.
Th e b e ams ar e b e i ng
pr e s e rved in poly e th e l e n e a t
Morr i ll Truck i n g Company i n
Cumb e rlan d .
Plans ar e i f a
s tud e nt un i on i s e v e r built
to u se th e b e ams in a Deeri n g
Room.

A.
Th e decision to hold th e
Portland class elect i ons was
mad e by Jerry Mccann, then
Pr es id e nt of th e Portland
Stud e nt Senate.
He justifies
his decision by the uncertainty of last s pring.
Legality
conc e rns what th e status was
of Portland class offic e rs on
July 1st when both campuses
student bodies ~erged.

Q. Why is Tizz Crowley's
name on Who's Who when she
is only a sophomore and this
lis~ supposedly consists of
junibrs allu s c ntor_s ?

Q. What happened to the beams
a~d the antique weather vane
that were supposed to ·be saved
from the "old barn" which was
torn down 2 summers ago?
A.
Th e ant i que weath e r vane
was g ive n, upon r e qu e st, to
Ni~holas Deering Noyes, a n

A.
Cro wl ey will ha ve 5 8 hour s
ne x t semes t e r wh e n th e awar d
is to be g i ve n.
54 hours is
the c utoff point for junior~.

Q.
According to your
article of Nov. 15, regarding the _parking problem
on the Portland campus,
Mccaslin states that no
plans are being made because no funds are avaiiable. Where is all that
money we were proruised if
we voted against t ~e income tax repeal?
A.
We wi ll find out t he
answ e r to this qu es tion and
its implications in the
speciai session of th e
l egislature.

lnform~~AIOR7/0/I

Counsell_ing, ~eferrals.~l)l l f l t r
For conf1dent1al and
IVli
personal h~lp call (212) 758 215 0
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this will be, j, t is projected
to be some 10,000 by the ¥ear
1980. Of those enrollments
Sixty Days (eont'd)
which we will have this year,
if one were to take a body
struck me about this area
count .of people and I, a s an
was its geography , as to
administrator, you, as faculwhere it was located.
I'd
ty, are responsible for this
always considered this pretty
year , yo u would see an impresmuch the top of the megalopo sive array of some 3,700 underlis.
In looking at popu lation
graduate students, evening popstatistics for Maine- - Maine
ulation of some 3, 000, law 180,
has a population of about q
summer scho'ol of some 3, 600
million people; it has not
bodies, and short cours es and
changed very much in the past
seminars which are given conten years, as far as the tostantly, of some 5,000. A poptal of a million. But there ·
ulation that we serve of some
has been a shift in population, 15,000 people. When I took
from the north of Maine to the
this positYon I had no idea of
south of Maine. The density
the magnitude of the activity
population exists primarily in of this university. As I put
six counties which constitute
these figures together I don't
Southern Maine. This to me
think very many people who work
identifies the area with which
here ever had any idea of the
we deal, to which we must rekind of service that we offer
spond.
Southern Maine and its
this community .
six counties has a population
If one were to look at the
o t some 557,000 people--over
applications and acceptance
h a lf of the population o f this
r atio, we are still running
s tate.
The shift from north to 2- 1. For every two students
s outh, ther e has been a g rowth who apply only one is accepted.
of about 5 percent in thB
We have a masters degree
s o uth.
Some thing I' ve seen
program of some 1,400 students,
he re I've seen happen in other Again I had no idea, none in
a reas.
I r e member going to
the world, that it was this
Boston i n 1 956 for the first
s i ze. If you look at its comtime and v isiting the brand new position of Library Services,
shopping center known as "Shop- Engineering, Education, and
pers World" it was the first
Busines s you see that 1,300 of i ts kind, the first shopping students are in the Education
mall in this country.
It
program. This points out to
seemed to be located in what
me t h at there is a great dewere acres and acres of farmmand on the university by the
la nd . Today, if you were to
school systems in Southern
look at that area, you would
Maine to upgrade and promote
see acres and acres of neon
their faculty. As I look at
lights. You would see a popu- these programs again I am
iation growth of a hundred fold. concerned about this imbalance.
A dense population, a massive
Is it appropriate that . we
grow th.
I almost equate this
have this large graduate eduwith what I see in the Maine
cation program?
Mall. The same kind of presWe now have a graduate
sures of society moving in, of
faculty.
The faculty in the
growth. Society demanding the
graduate program are appointed
k ind of resources that a unifor one year.
I must admit
versi ty off ers.
In the Greater I sympathize with some of .
Portland area, which constitutes the faculty who have questioned
some 13 communities, again there the procedure, but we do have
been a growth. But if one
a graduate faculty, and the
were to look at it, you would
appointments had to be made
see that the population of Port-immediately to rescue students
land proper has decreased by
who had no identification
about 10 percent. So you have with the graduate program. We
the problems o -F u rban decay and had to con.so3=idate the forces
growth and suburban growth and we had, both student and fadecay. Both problems that deculty. The ?ra~uate fac~lty
mand strong input and participa-must now be?in 7ts work ~n
tion by the university. Both
terms of criteri!: who will_
forcing us, bpth giving opporbe members of this.faculty in
tunities to p ~rticipate.
the future? how will they be _
Students are our second area appointed? how will promotion
of force which are demanding
be given in a particular field?
the educational opportunities
But again, graduate programs
that they seek. For those of .
throughout the country are
you not "associated with the
being looked at, an~~ w<?uld
University we offer: a two-year hope that we would Join in
associate degree program, prithat.
marily in business, a four-year
I have also looked at the
liberal arts program, . a fourquality of students that we
year program in education,~ ·
have.
If we have two applicafour-year program ' in business,
tions for every acceptance, we
a masters program in business, certainly must be shutting the
a masters degree in education, c doors to some pretty capable
a degree in law, and a degreee
people. The only statistics
in nursing. This is an impres- I can measure are the SAT
si ve array and variety for a
courses and cl as s standings,
university of this kind to have. which are the usual criteria
But if one were to look at enfor measurement.
rol,lment and the growth of this
In the SAT scor e s, verbal
particular university, UMPG,
is somewhere in the vicinity
yo u would see that it is almost of 525 and math is around
trip led from the years 1964-71. 520.
I don't think you realAnd if one were to project what ize how good the student is
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that we do get here. The only group that I could find
to compare with, at the
present time, is the student
population at Orono. And
we compare favorably,
slightly lowere in math, but
certainly favorable in
·
other aspects.
I wou ld nope'that we would gather better
and more statistics in terms
of "is this thE kind of student we want?i' In terms
of clas~ standing, 60 percent of
the stud~nts we accepted last
year c ame from the t op 30
percent of their graduating
high school class.
Where do these students
come from? Primarily from
the six counties of southern
Maine. Again, a social demand,
social pressure--the need for
educational opportunity. We
seem to be responding.
Another criteria which concerns me very much are the
financial needs of the students
we accept. The tigure qiven
to me by Mr. Sullivan is that
we have a financial need for
two campuses, of some $3 million. We have to gi v e and to
disburse to these students
some $900,000. He are then,
about two thirds short of an
adequate funding program for
our students.
So in summary, here we are
a university, the universi t y
of Southern Maine, if you want
to call it that. Within a
radius of 50 miles of both of
these camruses some 500,000
people, growing, pressing,
with the problems of America
facing them, and wanting, needing and requring a strong universi ty base. We must respond.
Now let's consider what the
resources are to meet t h is
kind of demand. The number one
priority and the number one resource this university has - to
offer is its faculty. We have
some 206 full-time faculty.
We have a student-faculty ratio of 1-17.5. The desired
ratio I'm ~old is about 1-15.
The median age of our faculty
is about 40. So we have a
relatively young faculty. But
what about the qualifications
of our faculty? About 40 percent have a doctoral degree.
What does this tell me? The
first thing I'm concerned about is the large number in
the assistant professor category. Generally these are
faculty who do not have tenure
and if we adhere to the AAUP
principles it means up or out.
We obviously have to make some
decisions very soon regarding
a large number of people here.
We have a great need for a
def inition of "what is a faculty member?"
"What are the
criteria for initial appointments?, for promotio n and
tenure?" We can't make any
movement or assessment until
we can determine these criteria,
and that we nee d desperately.
Also I think by the lack of
the number of Ph.D's c1.nd doctorals in these categories, it
means we should put forth immediately a program for facult y development and self-impro ve -
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· ment.
I believe in the teacher
model. The teacher who is a
student himself and constantly
learning.
I would hope that
we could develcp programs very
soon for our faculty for thPir
own development and self-improvement, so that if the
faculty determines that it
takes a ticket of a Ph.D. in
order to progress, if this is,
in fact, a signific2nt t~ing,
we can offer this opportunity
to our faculty.
Let me say something about
renumeration for the faculty
we have.
I deplore people,
and I've heard this time and
time again, who compare faculty to other classified kinds
of people in this state. We
must compare faculty to other
faculty.
If we want to be a
quality institution we must
be compared to quality institutions. To compare an administrator of a university to
the commissioner of highways
is absurd. To compare a · fathe problems.
culty member to the chief of
Let me go on to facilities.
police of a particular town
We
have a Gorham campus of
is ridiculous.
I would hope
some
100 acres.
The Portland
we would stop this and compare
campus
has
20
acres.
The
ourselves to other educational
Gorham
campus
has
an
assessed
institutions and the quality
value of $15 million; the
of its faculty. With this in
Portland
campus of $12 million.
mind, I took a look at our
We
have,
then $27 million in
faculty salaries, and the
facilities
and 120 acres. Comranges that we presently have.
Our professorial range for
pared to other universities
performing the same kinds of
1970-71 was 12,500 to 19,100;
activities we ai:-e not even in
associate professor 8,800 to
the .ball park.
16,000; assistant professor
I think you are doing mag8,600 to 13,400; instructor
nificantly
with the fscilities
7,800 to . 11,500 and these
and
the
space
that we have
ranges have not varied signiand
the
resources
we have.
I
ficantly for 1971-72. There
am
amazed
that
we
do
as
well
must be a base. We must provide a minimum living wage for as we do. All I am trying to
a faculty member.
So using an point out is that the activity that we perform is greater
AAUP average, category 1,
~than
imagined and the resources
level 9, (when you 1·eave
that
we
have to work with are
level 9 you drop out of
not
as
large
as we thought
the book) it was determined
they
were.
that we must .have a base
We have a budget of $10 milof some $14,000 in the prolion.
Our payroll is somefessorial rank; 12,000 in the
associate professor; assistant where in the neighborhood of
professor 10,500; and instruc- $6.5 million, goods and services and other kinds of things
tor 8,500. To take care of
make up the rest.
Based on a
the inadequacies in this informula that was developed
stitution, riqht now, would
throughout this country in
cost us some $58,0CO.
This
can be done in terms of monies. studies of other universities,
we have an economic impact in
I have so recommended to the
this . community, the Greater
Chancellor that we take . steps
Portland community, of some
to provide this base for our
$35 million a year. We are
faculty now... There are
biq business to this community.
problems and I understand
We are a vital resource, not
these problems. Number on~
the problem in terms of the
just in terms of education
wage price freeze, and we ·
but in terms 6f . bur living
must stay within those guideand working here.
lines. Number two the effect
Let me say something for
that this might have on the
accomplishments. Because I
rest of the university svstem. think you've accomplished a
As I said, my time has been
great deal more than you think
limited and my information
you have.
If it's obvi0us
may not be as complete as it
to me after 60 da y s, it should
should be, but for this unibe to you, you've been here
versity, and that's the one I
longer.
care about right now, this is
Th~ elephant story got poor
the minimum wage that we
press.
I think I should give
should accept. Funds are
credit to where the story came
forthcoming.
The source of
from, George Connick, but also
those fund~ being tuition
tell it the way it should b~
credit for extra students,
told. Merger was described as
and I will earmark those
love-making among elephant s.
funds to establish such a base It takes plac e at a high level
by July first of the ccming
amid much trump e ting and it
year.
I would like to do
takes 18 to 2 4 months for
it sooner, but I understand
result.
But the merger is a c-
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complished, it's done. it's
working: the educational du- ·
plication is reduced, there
are fewer departments than
there were last year. There
are not duplications in the
departments.
I think you have
a more diverse faculty, you
have greater numbers, of majors
for students, more options.
You have an increased phy~ical
plant.
The physical plant · in
Portland was running at "ab6ut
an 87 percent capapcity, and
that is extremely high for any
physical plant; the physical
plan t in Gorham, before the
merger, was running at about
27 percent of its capapcity.
So putting these two tog~ther,
we can make ~etter use of the.
physical plant we have, and we
are.
I think we have greater
library access.
I think we can
stimulate and do more in terms
of innovative programs. To
me more than anything, I think
we've established a ·publici university for Southern Maine.
We have accomplished a qovernance document, though I
know it does not meet with the
approval of some members of
this community, I still feel
it is an accomplishment.
I am
willing to work within the
changes that may be .made by
the community at large.
Bussing is a success. Almost 3,500 students and faculty ride the buses a week.
These two academic semesters
over 100,000 people will ride
the bus ·between Portland and
Gorham. True, it may need
another look. We will continue
to study it, we will continue
to make chcnges that we think
are necessary.
Telephones are presently
being installed and by December 15 there will be a tie line
between the two campuses to
avoid t 'he unnescessary business
of going through two switchboards.
Primary responsibi l ity for
t he Advanced Study and Research
Center, located on the Portland
c ampus, has been given to UMPG.
We have now. named an acting dir ector and are working on a pro-
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of the year we can have such
- ..
grow in ' size and q,uality -as ·we
sessions as progress goes and
as progress develops.
I'm
gram which will involve both
offer opportunities for selfencouraged that we have a
facul ty and students in the
development and become compeplanning process for this, I
titive in the academic market.
mission, I think it is being
'th:i!nk _ very itjlportant , and . very
To me, the faculty is the
forced, it's ~eiQg shaped ~or
us.
I would . hope that
strategic building·. I was go'number one priority in. this ining to say -edifice. , .
stitutipn. _ Number two, we y.rill
through co;Llecj: i:ve action
Someone .· said to me' it Is
promote diverse programs . to . . . . by both of ' us . that -~~· can
interesting, just ' as aside, let
respond to the indiii~u~l he~d~ · forge it our way to the best
me break l I haff a friend . of
.of students. · . Di ver:si.t y is. ·,
interests of thls university
and this state.
mine who· is a philosopher here
the order of the day and, what
with me last week and he war; ·
an .opportunity, to have two
listening to some of the chatcampuses, to. promote diversity.
·. Debaters Place
ter around, and he looked at
Number. three, I . think we must
this building and· ·said, "God':;
seek financiai .asslstance ana .
High Again
it looks like a very nice 'struc- relief for our students, both
ture" and I said, "Yes, but
from the private and public
The UMPG Debating Club
people are complaining because
sector. We ourselves, me as
took an overall 3rd place
it's round, they think it costs
an administrator, I've got to
at the Southern Intermore." He said, "Well what do
look into the kinds of opporForensic Tournament held
they want," I said, "Well, I
tuni ties, such, as tuition deat Southern Connecticut
State
College. Yale
think they'd like a square box
ferred payments, other kinds
University
won first
because they think it cost less." can help the student.
place.
He ~aid,. "Ask them w~y th~;Y
Finally, I usually end my
The Portland-Gorham
don t build squa:~ silos.
So
speeches by reading a couple
team
joined thirty other
I thought that might calm down
of quotes which I have colcolleges
bringing 13 students
some of the people concerned
lected along the way. One is
who
participated·
in eight
about space.
taken from John Gardner in
individual events. Walter
But I do think the legisla"No Easy Victories" and he
Stump and Melvin Pic'l of
tive act, and our direction in
says this. He speaks to
· the Theater and Speech Dethis particuiar program -caneducation now.
"As long as
partment traveled with the
be a real significant one for
the universities have no
team.
our university.
conception of themselves,
Robert Berry took 5th
The university budget was
other than the supermarket
be st speaker and along with
passed out to all members of
conception, they will have
his partner Celeste Saucier
this community. To my underto resign themselves to the
wo n 2nd place in debate.
standing, it is the first
fact that the people will
Saucier gained another 2nd
time it's been done this way.
walk in off the sireet, buy
place trophy in perstias i ve
Let me say another thing and
a box of 'wheaties' and walk
speaking.
this is I think a compliment
out." The last two are by
The tournament also
to Dave Carter and t o He rb ·
Ste ve Grabert taken from
featured
oral interpreFowle in the Chance llor's
"Datilis", talking about
tation
in
poetry a.lK1 dra©ff ice.
I' v e s e en many phyuni versity cities.
"The
matic
pairs.
Lucy Boisvert
sical ki~ds of programs <lev elreconceptualization of the
took
third
in
the poetry
oped in -universities.
I
community's interest and the
competition
and
she and Dick
think our university in the
liberating of energies still
Dyer wrapped up another third
cent r al s y ste m ha s deve lope d
too narrowly tied to single
with a 15-minute piece with
a physical reporting system
institutions are most urgenttwo characters~
that is second to none and will
l y required.
Unless these
be a model for other universiare - recognized as responses
ties in this country to folto both an individual and a
low. There's a lot of bugs
social need, there is small
to be worked out in it, but
prospect that university
Registration will take
again I think we are far
cities will develop.
If
place
next week for all dayahead in this area and it
education, in the broader
time
degree
candidates. All
means sound physical plansense, is to emerge as the
other
people
will have to
ing and reporting back to you
major activity in a number
wait
until
January.
and to our constituents in
of urban centers, this can
Taqles have been set up
the future.
And again I think
be accomplished only by
outside
both registration
a major accomplishment,
dramatic reformulation of
offices.
Seniors and
You have the first endowed
what ' is implicit in the idea
juniors
should
pick up their
chair in this university. Reof education in the advanced
registration
material
today.
gardless of whatever problems
. industrial society, "and
Freshman
and
_
sophomores
should
we may have in terms of f1lling
the last which speaks to the
do
it
tomorrow.
The
tables
it, it still is the first enfuture:
"What then is the
will be kept open on Wednes<lowed chair in this univeruniversity city of the year
day for those that have not
sity system.
2000? Essentially it will be
picked
theirs up. Also,
We have a .decentraliz~tion
an urban area of some size
they
can
be pickeq up n~xt
of the continuing educ .- ttion
and economic importance that
week
at
the
registrars -office
division. · I think it .' as grown
will shelter a significant
on
both
campuses.
to -such a point where we now
number of strong educational
The schedule is worked
' have decentalized its activiinstitutions, broadly deout
in such a way that the
ties. · I just wanted to say
fined.
These institutions
Portland
seniors will be re.that you. have gotten over $1
will cooperate in ways that
gistering
on Monday and the
million in gifts and grants
are now only dimly _perGorham
seniors
on Tuesday.
during these interim years, in
ceived. For a university
Juniors
will
follow
later
·spite of the environment of
city to develop there must be
in
the
week.
Sophomores
fricition, in spite of the
a continuing relation among
and Freshman will register
trials and tribulations you've
the institutions of . learning,
in two ·weeks.
had. You have accomplished ,
_pul:)li~ qnd _prt va!:e, morethis. This is signi£icant
over, the collective inand yqu have much more to gain
fluence of these bodies must
from these kinds of investbe greater than that of all
· ments .in the future, that r
other corporate groups in
hope we can speak about.
the city."
Let me say this in terms
I_ want _ to thank you all ·
Flowers and Antiques
of future direction.
I feel,
for coming and for allowing
due to the pressures of socime the opportunity to share
ety. which are demanding things
with you· what has been a very
6'6 (Of1911SS Sl Portland, Mt.
of us, due to our obligations
liIT\ited 7 very limited kind of
to students and our .desire to
pr0gress report on 60 days.
fµl:f.ill their educational
·I hope that during the rest

The Fir~(Sixty Days (e~nJ'd) needs, that our faculty will

Registration Set
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Fanta came alive in the
second half with Fiske
scoring on a 15 yard run
and D. Axelson hitting
Fiske for the 2.
D. Axelson
then passed to Jim Nichols
for another TD.
Gilson . (F)
and Piacentini (CN) . swapped
interceptions.
For ~iacentini it was . poetic justice as the onlookers had
twice gotten oh him 'for
dropping sure interqeptions.
Piacentini led his' team down
field to the score with scant
minutes left to nearly ice .·
the game for the ~afiosi. ·
Fanta scored with less
than' a minute left to
close the margin to the final
score.
The game ended in a
spirit of fun as Fanta tried
some massive pass rushe.s
from the sidelines--would
you believe 10-12 men . on the
defense?
Offensive higi1light of the ·
game was another cross-field
lateral, this time from
Bergeron to Piacentini that
set up a Cosa Nos~ra score
in that it resulted in a
SO-yard ·gain by tne Mafiosi.

Intramural Football
Tortles Gain Intramural
Oiampi~nship
· ,The Tortles proved ttiat .
· theii previous wiri over the
Joint Torts was no fluke as the
Frosh turned the trick agatn,
this time for all the marbles,
by virtue 0£ a 40-28 win. The
key to the game had to be · the
Joints inability to get to Tortle quarte r back Moo r e.. Superb
protection by Patterson, La
Goy, et al. plus Moore's scrambling spelled the final difference. ' The Joints lack of
success at stopping McKernan .
also doomed last year's champs.
. The Tortles took a quick
14-0 iead as Moore hit McKernan twice for scores and Mccallum for a two point conversion.
The Senior's first score came
as Sitarz took the snap and
waltzed 75 yards for the six.
Sitarz threw to Livi·ngston for
the two pointer.
The Tortles
retaliated with Moore hitting
McKernan to leave the score
20-8 at the half .
The game saw
a total of four interceptions-all in the first half--with
·
Hockadel picking off two and
Slane one for the Frosh and
Gould nabbing one the Seniors .
The second half started. off
wi th Sitarz h itting Detroy for
six. The Tortles then g~ve
everyone the idea that t hey
were not about to fold as
Moore again hit McKernan for a
TD and Patterson for the two.
T-he see-sa,·1 t attle continuea.
as Sitarz passed to Russell
for the score and Stevens for
two . Moore th.e n hit McKernan
to keep the Tortles ahead by
12. Sitarz ran one in from
the two yard line to cut the
margin to six points; but youknow-who passed to you-guessedit with less than a minute
left for the sixth TD, and the
ballgame, 40-28.
Moore has to be credited a long with ·McKernan, in a brilliant. e x hibition of the passing game ~ Moore has now passed
fo; - 118 out of 119 points
scored i n the Tortles last
three games-- h e also neld the
kick fo r the other point.

Basketball Officials .,
Wanted
Any student nav~ng apility
to referee basketball may
apply at the · intramural
office. Officials are ' paid
$2.00 per game. Gam~s ar~
. · played in the late afternoon
on ·the Por'tland ' campus and
even f ngs at Gorham .'

Basketball Roste~ ·
All Portland campus intramural basketball league team
rosters must be turned into
the intramural office before
Thanksgiving Vacation.
Ariy
campus group may enter a
team by submitting a roster
on the proper form (available
at the gymnasium) by Wednesday.
League play is to begin next
Monday.

Handball .League
Standings

Pogo Bowlers .
Take Win

Two-Plus-One
Ashton Trio
Short Timers
Dunno
Zigzag Press
Cloud Nine
Bennetts Bombers
Fees Simple

On November 11, UMPG defeated Farmington in girls
bowling 1560-1435.
'
Pand~ Vasiliauskas of
UMPG was high for both teams
wi th a 449.
Debbie Conr o y of
UMPG h ad a 3 s tr i ng to t al o f
405.
Valerie Stone had high
three for the losers with a
3 95 .

The Portland Film Society will show five Laurel
& Hardy films Wednesday in
Luther Bonney Auditorium.
The films are The Brats,
Below Zero, Men of War,
Your D arn Tootin' and
the Music Box for which
they won an Academy Award .

This is the final week in
wh ich girls may sign up t o
play intramural bas k etball. ·
Anyone interested please
l e a v e their name in . the
Phy sical Education Of fice
or equipmen t room. ' No s pe cial ability is required.
Games wil l b e afternoons
from 2-4.
Probab ly '. one or
t wo day s a week.

....

·

. .

-·-..

444 'Nestern.\ie..SoA\Poniand

P .f~cen t i'ni · showed .
of b z i lli~rice ' in
Cosa No ~f ra t b a
n
F ant 'a i n a
.
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TERMPAPERS
For Research and ' Refe rence only

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED
OF MAINE
P.O. BOX24 3 BANGO R , ME. 04401 9 89-5.540
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Chalet'ski &spor:t shop

Our b ag is .. . A free ·garm ent b ag
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pl a y a c o n solation ' game · a .{ :te .t
bo t:;}1 had b e en el ~minate d in ... the' serni-:.,f i r,i a ls.... ,Piaz t hr e w
to ':Rabash a:nd Sil ; e ; . for
TD'·~ and to Shaw · and Sil v e r
fo ~/ tylO poin te rs. · D.?,Ve
·l'{ .
Be:r:ge-ron ·th en 'threw . ta ·· Mi l r ~:,~.

12-0
4-2
4-2
4-5
5-7
2-4
1-2
1-8

Laurel & Hardy

Girls Basketball
Sign-Up Ready

Cosa Nostra Cops
''Loser's Bowl"
Ri c k
fl a s h es
l ead i nq
2 8- LO wi
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Young GOPers On McNeil
by John O'Neill

r-

At the meeting of the Maine
Federation~f Young Republicans held on the first weekend
of November, a resolution
which called for the ouster of
University of Maine Chancellor
Donald McNeil was introduced
by the University of Maine
Young Republicans Club and
passed by a three-quarter majority of the 100 young repu-blicans present.
The resolution in part cited McNeil
as failing "to make noticable
improvement in increasing the
number of vocational-technical
schools as well as failing
to improve · the general quality
o{ higher education."
Before the motion was passed,
the Resolutions Chairman ctt the
meeting, reminaed those voting
to "think before you vote" and
pointed out that "the act
would. have serious repercussions."
· "We want it to have seri- .
ous repercussions," stated
Gordon Smith, President of
the University of Maine Young
Republicans, the group that
drafted and introduced the
resolution.
In an interview Friday,
Smith stated, "We feel that
Chancellor McNeil is getting
too much money and he does
not understand the Maine
educationctl system or· the
Maine people." The club
president stated that it
was a mistake for the Chancellor to locate his office
at the Portland campus "away
from the heart of the Universitv system in Orono."
Smith also pointed out
that there is "widespread
disapprovement" on the Orono
campus with ~he ,Canceller
among faculty as well as
students.
However he emphasized that "he (McNeil) is
qual ifi ed" and "his creden. tial s are unquestionable."
When asked why the resolu t ion criticized the Chancellor for not making noticeable improvement in vocational
education since the six technical ins titutes are under the
State Department of Education,
Smith said he did not know
because he did not write the
resolution.
"It was an honest mistake
(by the committee) but I feel
that the particular thing does
not take away from the resolut ion as a whole," Smith
continued.
The young republicans president pointed out that "McNe il as head 0£ the Universi t y refl ects on the system
al l t he way down and he infl ue n ces the whole system from
the p ubl ics poi nt of view ,
th a t is , indire ctly rather
t han dir ectlY.."
Ln answer to why a group
s uc h as the Yo ung Republic a n s should pass the re solu t i o n, Smith stated "we
a re t rying to get an image
a s a young pol itical activist

group and hig~er education is
a big issue in Maine."
In the past, only the delegates from the individual
chapters could vote at a Federation meeting.
However
during the November meeting,
anyone present who was a
voting member of his chapter
was eligible to vote.
"We did this not because
we had more people there but
to make it more democratic, "
Smith explained.
Concerning
the large amount of approval
for the resolution, he
pointed out that all of
the other motions introduced at the meeting passed
"nearly unanimously" including a resolution urging the
all-Republican Executive
Council to . confirm Harrison
Richardson as a University of
Maine Trustee. Rich,:1rdson's
nomination was tabled by the
Executive Council last
Wednesday ..
Smith said he has learned
that a similar resolution demanding McNeil's resignation
may be i ntroduced in the
Orono student senate and
could see "no problems in
its being passed."
Republican State Representative Richard Hewes o f
Cape Elizabeth publicly voiced
his opposition to the resolution of the young voters.
The University of Maine
alumnus . stated in an interview with the Viking that
the Chancellor was trying to
face problems · "in a forth'.""
right manner."
"He has come to Augusta
to plead the cause of the
. University and has not hid
behind an underling," · Hewes
stated.
He described McNeil as a "gutsy man" who
has "the courage of his
convictions."
One of Hewes 6bjections to
the resolution was that "the
University does not have con,
trol over vocational schools.'
Another objection was that he
felt the resolution criticized all higher education in
Maine not only the University
of Maine.
"It is blaming
Don McNeil for conditions
in other universities and colleges in the state," the
Republican legislator stated.
Hewes also referred to the two bond issues for the university that were lost.
The state
representative blamed this on
the attitude of upper state
voters who feared that the
"Southern University complex
is going to be a tail that
wags the Univer sity."

Kimmel Resigns
Ko Kimmel, Housing Director, resigned this past
week effective prior to the
second semester.
Her letter
of resignation which was sent
to Gordon Bigelow, VicePresident . for Student Affairs~ follows:
"This is to serve as
my notice of resignation
as Associate Dean of Students.
I plan to leave ho later than
January 20th preceding the
2nd semester ahc possibly
earlie~~
In case of the
latter I will give you
adequate notice.
"May I take the liberty at this time to recommend
(omitted) for this position.
I do this for several reasons, Gordon, the major one
being that I feel confident
(orriitted) . will do an outstanding job with her
enthusiasm to learn and
sincere interest in serving stude~ts.
The second
reason being tn.at I feel
there is a real need to have
a few women in this de partment at the decision making
level.
"As I have also mentioned
to you, I have been working
closely with her over the
past three months in acquainting her with ~any of
the administrative responsibilities of this office.
If
you have had any questions
regarding · her performance,
I hope you have felt free to
approach her in this regard.
"You will also be receiving a copy of a letter I
have sent to Dr. McNeil regarding my complaint to HEW."
Ko Kimmel filed a complaint with HEW a couple
of months back which led
to an investigation this
past month on discriminat1on on the part of the
University in its fail ure
to hire women, give women
equal pay, and to put women in decision-making
positions.
The team last
month was investigat ing
Kimmels individual complaint.
The other investigation is suppose
to take place in the spring.
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